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It is the aim of this paper to obtain the general form ofU(n) raising and lowering operators. The
raising and lowering operators constructed previously by several authors are then compared. The
Hermiticity properties of these operators are also investigated. The methods presented extend,
with trivial modifications, to the orthogonal groups.

PACS numbers: 02.20.Qs, 02.20.Rt
1. INTRODUCTION

In the 1960's a great deal of interest was generated in
extending the angular momentum techniques ofWigner and
Racah to the general unitary and orthogonal groups. This
has led to the introduction of the group-theoretical concept
of operators that lower or raise the highest weights of representations of a subgroup contained in an irreducible representation of the group. Such operators may be regarded as a
generalization of the raising and lowering operators L + appearing in the theory of angular momenta.
Such operators were first constructed for the unitary
groups by Nagel and Moshinsky! who applied them to the
analysis of many body problems. 2 Subsequently raising and
lowering operators were constructed for the orthogonal
groups by Pang and Heche and Wong. 4 Following the definition of Nagel and Moshinsky! the lowering (raising) operators shall be polynomials of the group generators that,
when a~ting on a basis vector of an irreducible representation of the group which is of given weight with respect to the
subgroup, lower (raise) the weight. Furthermore, they shall,
when acting on a basis vector of highest weight of the subgroup transform it into a basis vector of highest weight of a
lowered (raised) irreducible representation of the subgroup.
It is important to note that the raising and lowering
operators for a subgroup are essentially only defined by their
action on a state of highest weight for the subgroup. We see
therefore that such operators are not unique. Hence the raising and lowering operators constructed previously for O(n)
and U(n) are only one particular solution to the problem.
Recently Bincer5 obtained raising and lowering operators for the orthogonal and unitary groups using methods
based on the characteristic identities satisfied by the infinitesimal generators of the group.6 These operators of Bincer
appear in a compact product form which is useful for manipulations. In subsequent independent work of the author 7 an
alternative set of raising and lowering operators for O(n) and
U(n) were constructed using techniques similar in content to
Bincer's. Our operators, like those of Bincer, may also be
written in a compact product form.
Recent work of the authorS shows how these techniques
may be extended to obtain the matrix elements of the group
generators. Central in this approach is the concept of"simultaneous shift operator" which shifts the representation la-

bels ofU(n) and each of its canonical subgroups in a certain
prescribed way. These operators may therefore be regarded
as generalizations of the raising and lowering operators discussed in this paper. A general procedure for constructing
raising and lowering operators for a general semi-simple Lie
group is discussed in Ref. 7.
It is the aim of the present paper to investigate the connection between the various raising and lowering operators.
We shall obtain the general form for a raising (resp. lowering) operator for U(n). It shall be shown that the raising and
lowering operators constructed in Refs. 1 and 5 are identical.
By contrast the operators constructed in Ref. 7 are shown to
be different. The behavior of these raising and lowering operators under Hermitian conjugation is also investigated. It
shall be shown that the raising and lowering operators constructed in Ref. 7 are unique with respect to the property of
being Hermitian conjugates of one another.
The techniques employed in this paper are similar in
content to Bincer's except for our use of the U(n) contragredient identity. This enables raising operators for U(n) (which
are absent in the work of Bincer) to be constructed in analogy with the lowering operators.
Although we shall only discuss the unitary group it is
clear that the arguments extend to O(n) with little modification. Also it is of interest to extend these results to the noncompact groups O(n,l) and U(n,I). Patera9 has shown that
the Nagel-Moshinsky operators are also a suitable choice for
U(n, 1) while Wong lO has shown that his operators for O(n)
extend toO(n, 1). Wong and Yeh!! have also recentlyinvestigated the extension ofBincer's operators to O(n, 1). One may
follow through their derivation to conclude that the raising
and lowering operators constructed in Ref. 7 also extend to
O(n,l) and U(n,l) as does any general raising (resp. lowering) operator for O(n) and U(n) (defined in the sense ofNagel and Moshinsky).
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC IDENTITIES

The generators a~ of the Lie group U(n) may be assembled into a square matrix a which, on an irreducible representation of the group (finite or infinite dimensional) with
highest weightA = (A!, ,.1,2' ... , An), satisfies the polynomial
identity6
II

II (a ")Present address: School of Physical Sciences, The Flinders University of
South Australia, South Australia, 5042.
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r

Ar - n + r)

=

O.

-= I

This polynomial identity may be written in a representation
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independent way as

fI (a -

a,)

=0,

(1)

r= 1

where the operators a, lie in an algebraic extension of the
center of the enveloping algebra. 12 (Note that any symmetric
combination of the a, necessarily lies in the center Z. In
particular the coefficients ofthe identity (1) are central elements.) The eigenvalues of these operators on any representation admitting an infinitesimal character X;. (or equivalently on any irreducible representation with highest
weight A ) are given by
X;. (aJ = A,

+n-

r.

Associated with the matrix a is its "contragredient" 5
with entries given by
i

-i

aj = - a j

fI (5 -

a,) = 0 ,

(2)

where the roots a, arere1ated to thea, by a, = n -1 - a,.
By virtue of the identities (1) and (2) one may construct
projection operators

P[r] =

II (~-a~),
1#,

a, - a l

which enables arbitrary functions of the matrices a and 5 to
be defined by setting
P(a) = iP(a,)P[r) ,
r=

P(ii)

=

i

~

The projection operators P [r) and P[r] are well defined
elements of an extension of the enveloping algebra although
they need not be defined on representations where the eigenvalues of some a, anda k (r#k ) coincide. This however cannot occur on finite dimensional representations [nor on unitary representations of the noncompact groups U(p,q)] and
hence, for the applications we have in mind, the projectors
P [r] and P[r] are always well defined.
If t/J (resp. t/J t) is a vector (resp. contragredient vector)
operator ofU(n) then we may resolve t/J and t/J t into shift
vectors6

=

i

1/I[r] ,

t/Jt

r= 1

=

±

t/Jt[rJ ,

r= 1

which alter the U(n) representation labels according to

a k t/J[r)

= t/J[r ](a k + Ok,),

akt/Jt[r] =t/Jt[r](a k -Ok,)'

=

t/Jt[r)
268

P [r]/vo =

for j<r and i arbitrary.

(3)

0,

As a consequence of (3) we see that on the maximal weight
vector Vo the shift vectors t/J[rJ and t/J t[r] must satisfy

t/J[r]ivo=O,

for i<r,

t/Jt[rLvo = 0,

(4)

for i> r.

Using the definition of vector operator equation (4) then implies that t/J[r)' Vo and t/Jt [r), Vo are maximal weight states of
weightA +.d, and A - .d" respectively.

It is our aim here to determine the general form for U (n )
raising and lowering operators and to compare the operators
constructed in Refs. 1, 5, and 7.
Throughout we shall let t/J denote the U(n) vector operator with components t/Ji = ain +1 (i = I, ... , n) whose contragredient has components t/Jti = a" +1 i ' The operators
t/J[r]' and t/Jt[r), will shift highest weight vectors ofU(n) in a
finite dimensional irreducible representation ofU(n +1).
These are the U(n) raising and lowering operators constructed in Ref. 7. For convenience we denote them by t/J'n and
t/Jt r" , respectively. Finally we denote a maximal weight state
ofU(n) [i.e., a semi-maximal state ofU(n +1)] by the pattern I~::: + ' ) . Here A,." +1 and Ai."' as usual, refer to highest
weights of finite dimensional irreducible representations of
U(n +1) and U(n), respectively.
SupposenowthatR'" andL'n are arbitrary raising and
lowering operators ofU(n) effecting the shifts

P [r]t/J = t/JP [r) ,

= P [r]t/Jt =

t/Jtp [r)

Ai." +1 )_(Ai'" +1
[
n
Ai•

A"n +1
A,.n

A"n

I )--1

) ,

+ 0ir
Ai,n ~ .),

Ai."

8/r
respectively. According to Nagel and Moshinsky such operators are of the form
R

rn

= h (arja'"

+1

(5)

,

L'n =aH1jh(a)j"

(6)

for a suitable polynomial h (x).
Resolving t/J\ = an +1 i into its distinct shift components allows us to write Eq. (6) in the form

L

rn

=

z:" 1/It{l],h (a,).

(7)

1= 1

Now acting on the state ~;::
the operators t/J t [11.,
1< r, vanish by virtue of Eq. (4). Hence, acting on the state
1

(Note that this shift property also extends to infinite dimensional representations.) Such shift operators may be constructed by applying the projectors P [r) and P [r):

t/J[r]

for j> rand i arbitrary,

P(aJP [r) .

r= 1

1/1

P [r) ~vo = 0 ,

3. GENERAL RAISING AND LOWERING OPERATORS

•

The matrix 5 satisfies the polynomial identity

,= I

It was shown in Ref. 7 (see also Ref. 13) that ifvo is an
arbitrary maximal weight state ofU(n) with highest weight
A = (AI, ,1,2' ... , An) then

= (t/J{r])t .
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")

11:::"), Eq. (7) reduces to
L '" IA"n
A"n

+1 )

= Z:t/Jt[J th (al)
/"",r

1~"HI

).

(8)

Itn

However each operator t/Jt [I ], (for J> r) effects the shifts
;li,,,-A i ,,, - Oil' Hence in order to obtain the required shifts
M.D. Gould
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we must haveh (a / ) = ofor I> r. Henceh (x) must be divisible by the polynominal II/>,(x - a / ). In the limiting case
where h (x) = III>'(x - a/) we obtain the operators constructed by Bincer. 5 We have shown then that a general Iowering operator is of the form
t/J'nf3 + Lt/Jt[l ],f31 ,
1<,

where f3 and f31 are invariant multiplies of the identity [or
equivalently ofthe form an +1 jh (a'j, where h (x) is divisible
by III> ,(x - al )].
Note also that the Nagel-Moshinsky operatorsL'n are
of the form an + 1 j h (a 'j, for a suitable polynomial h (x)
which, according to the remarks above, is divisible by the
polynomial III> ,(x - a /). However it is well known that the
Nagel-Moshinsky operators L'n are homogeneous of degree n - r + 1 in the group generators from which it follows
that h (x) is of degree n - r which is precisely the degree of
III>,(x - a / ). Accordingly we must have
h(x)=cII(x-aJ,
1>,

where c is a constant dependent on the roots a l •
From Eq. (8) acting on the state 11;::: +1) the Nagel-Moshinsky operators L'n reduce to

usefully be written
R 'n = tin +1 g(ii)/ '
whereg(x) is necessarily divisible by III<,(x- iii)' The
limiting case whereg(x) = III<,(x - iii) gives the raising

analogue of Bincer's lowering operators (although these operators do not appear in the work of Bincer). The raising
operators of Nagel and Moshinsky may be writen
R'n

= III<, (a,

- al - 1

a, -a l

)(0 -a!l'ja n
i

+

1

_- iii ~ 1).
n II(a _ iid,' (iira,-a

= ai +

1

1<,

(10)

l

4. HERMITICITY PROPERTIES

It was shown by Nagel and Moshinsky that their raising
and lowering operators are not Hermitian conjugates [as one
may show by comparing Eqs. (9) and (10)]. It is natural then
to determine under what conditions the Hermitian conjugate of a raising operator is a lowering operator (and vice
versa). We answer this by showing that our raising and lowering operators are unique with respect to the property of
being Hermitian conjugates.
In the last section it was shown that a general lowering
operator may be written in the form
L'n =

t/Jt'J3 + Lt/Jt[l ]'f31

(11)

,

I<r

By comparing the normalization of our lowering operators
t/Jt'n with the normalization of the L 'n the constant c may be
determined. By this means we obtain

wheref3 andf31 are constants dependent on the roots a l •
Similarly a general raising operator may be written in the
form

a -al -1 )
c=II'
.
(
a, - a
1>,

(12)

l

Hence the Nagel-Moshinsky lowering operators may be
written
L'n

=

an +1 jg(a'j, ,

(9)

whereg(x) is the polynomial

g(x) = II(x _ a l ) (a, - al -1 ).
1>,
a, - a l
These are essentially the operators constructed by Bincer5
(up to multiplication by an invariant multiple of the
identity).
Equation (9) is just one representation of the NagelMoshinsky operators. Expanding the polynomial g(x) into
powers of x we may write
g(x) =

nfrxn -,-

kSk

II (a r- a-1
l

I>,

k~O

=

h (aYjdn +1

,

where h (x) is divisible by the polynomial II/<,(x - a l ). In
terms of the matrix a a general raising operator may more
269
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),

a,-a l

whereSk is a polynomial in thea,(l > r). By replacing thea,
with Lie algebra elements Cr = a'r + n - r we obtain the
Nagel-Moshinsky operators in their original form. 1
Using Eq. (4) one may show, by the same techniques,
that a general raising operator [see Eq. (5)] is of the form
R'n

Comparing Eqs. (11) and (12) we see that (L 'n)+ cannot possibly be a raising operator unless f31 = 0 for 1< r; i.e., unless
L 'n is an invariant multiple of t/Jt'n' (An analogous statement holds for R ' n .) Accordingly we see that the raising and
lowering operators t/J'n and t/Jt'n (constructed in Ref. 7) are
unique with respect to the property of being Hermitian
conjugates.
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